
What should I do if wastewater 
remains in the sewage inlet or 
has not drained after an earth-
quake?

Your drainpipes may be damaged. 
Continuing to use them in this 
state could cause wastewater to 
flow back into your home. Please 
ask a designated business (see 
page 25) to repair your drainpipes.

Please see Tokyo Amesh.

Tokyo Amesh provides color-coded information on rainfall in Tokyo 
and the surrounding areas, and is updated in real time. Amesh also 
has a function to replay all rainfall data from the previous two hours 
up to the present time.
A smartphone version of Tokyo Amesh has been available for down-
load as of April 2017. Use this app when you are going out, or to 
prepare your household against flooding in times of heavy rains.

I want to know the rainfall 
status in Tokyo.

Tokyo Amesh is now available
to view from your smartphone.

Scan the 2D barcode 
to acquire the URL.

Go to “menu”, then “add 
to my home screen” to 
have the icon registered 
in your smart phone.

現在地

登録地点①

登録地点②

Tokyo Amesh

Earthquake
Guide for Sewerage and Living

Rain
Guide for Sewerage and Living

Please contact the Comprehensive Equipment Maintenance Center at the bottom of page 32.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Steps following a major earthquake
Following an earthquake, if you are in an area where the use of sewerage 
has been restricted, please refrain from using the sewerage system.
If you are in an area where there are no restrictions, you need to check in 
advance whether water will drain from your toilet, bathtub, sink and elsewhere. 

To self-check (by several people as much as possible upon verifying safety)

Open the cover of the inlet 
on your property. Drain water from 

your toilet, etc.
Check inside the inlet.
Is water flowing into it?

Inside

If wastewater is not sitting 
and is draining,

you can use your sewer system. 

To ask a designated business
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